A comparative study on the phoE genes of three enterobacterial species. Implications for structure-function relationships in a pore-forming protein of the outer membrane.
The cloned phoE genes from Enterobacter cloacae and Klebsiella pneumoniae are normally expressed and regulated in Escherichia coli K-12, and their products are correctly assembled into the outer membrane. Differences between the three PhoE proteins were found with binding of two out of ten monoclonal antibodies directed against the cell-surface-exposed part and in pore characteristics, but not in phage receptor function. The DNA sequences of the E. cloacae and K. pneumoniae phoE genes were determined and used to predict the primary structures of the encoded proteins. In the upstream non-coding regions, which showed more variations among the three genes than the coding regions, conserved sequences were identified which might be involved in regulation of phoE gene expression. Comparison of the predicted PhoE primary structures revealed a high degree of homology, with 81% of the amino acid residues being identical in all three proteins. Four small variable regions were found where differences are the most pronounced, corresponding to regions which were previously predicted to be exposed at the cell surface. Implications of the sequence comparison for structure-function relationships in PhoE protein are discussed.